
A Game by Claude Goeminne

Introduction  

The world of Belsterian sits on the edge of all out war. The Horde is set to embark on the K’Alten pilgrimage: a 
generational orgy of violence and bloodletting taking place merely to foster the passage of youngs goblins to 
their state of ‘Perfect Chaos’ and the fertile basin of Altentia, blessed for the last few years by perfect weather, 
has produced an unusually large Blood Party.  

Previously uncontested lands guarded by tired and decaying fortresses at the edge of the Plainlands are now 
being eyed by the generals of the pilgrimage, who see the elven forests and ancient Fayrie homelands as 
convenient sources of timber for the settlements they will need to build.  

The Federation of Beltran States, paralysed by internal politics, offers an uncharacteristically lame response to 
the growing threat and the High Court of the Fayrun has been forced to consider alliances with the Elves of 
Angordia and the Dwarves of Belgeran, despite the latent hostility that exists between the two.  

Humans, driven from their settlements by advance skirmishers of the Pilgrimage have found themselves facing 
previous allies: the elves and the Fayrie as chaos plays its hand. Even the ancient alliance of the Fayrun has 
been pressured by suspicion and greed.  

In the Northern Wastelands, the Death Cult of Hadian has dabbled in the darkest of arts and reports, issued 
from the mouths of dying and desperate men, speak of the walking dead in terrified tones.  

Take charge of one of these forces and wrest control of The Fortress of Beltran or The Unseelie Gateway in 
this short battle game for two players.  



Game Length: 20 – 30 Minutes  
Players: 2  
Complexity: Light to Medium  

Goal  

By strategically placing your pieces on areas of the game board and creating strength majorities, control the 
highest number of Victory Points to win. 

Requirements 
Two erasable pens or pencils of distinctly different colours 
1 six sided die 

Game Play Overview 

There are three phases in the game: 

Placement Phase – The players alternate placing characters onto the game board until all characters have 
been placed. 
Ability Phase – The players choose which character’s abilities will be used, where they will be applied and 
apply them 
Scoring Phase – The game board is scored and the winner is determined 

Placement Phase: 
 
The placement phase uses the 
Battlegroup tables available at the end of 
this document and a Battleground. Each 
player must select one Battlegroup.  To the 
right is the Battlegroup for the Dwarf Clan. 

Each square represents a character and 
provides the character’s name, the 
character’s strength (a value from 1 to 5) 
and the character’s ability (if using the 
advanced rules) 
Each turn, the active player rolls a single 
die and consults the character table for 
his/her force. 

 
The player must then select a piece to play 
from either the row which matches the value of the roll or the column. Note that each row can be accessed by 
two numbers. In the event that neither the row nor column has any available pieces, the player must roll the 
die again. If there is still no available choice, the player can select any piece. The player plays the character by 
writing down the value of the character in any square on the game board in his or her colour and drawing a 
line through the selected character from the table.  The player may not enter a value into the same area on 



two consecutive turns but may otherwise enter a number 
anywhere. The second player then becomes the active 
player and plays in the same manner.  The two players 
continue until all characters have been placed. 

Ability Phase: 
This phase is played in the order determined by the second 
player from the previous phase.  The players take turns 
applying any FIVE (and only five) of their abilities - the 
effects of these abilities are applied to the board 
immediately. Please note that abilities are only available to 
certain pieces and no pieces may use more than one ability. 

For details of how the abilities influence play, please refer to 
the reference card below each Battlegroup card. 

In the basic game, all level one abilities can be used by any 
level one character, level two abilities by any level two character and level three abilities by any level three 
character. The level of a character is indicated by its strength. 

If a character that has been the target of an ability (Stranglehold, Solid Support, Band of Brothers) and is 
moved to a position which makes it an invalid target for the ability, then the player who used that ability must 
choose another valid target if able immediately.

Game affects of Abilities 
Please note that unless specified, “adjacent” refers to both orthagonal and and diagonal adjacency. 

Each Battlegroup sheet has an explanation of the game abilities. 

Scoring Phase: 
The players determine who controls each of the areas on the board and the values of each area and then 
determine the winner of the game.  

The players determine the sum of the strength of their characters in each of the ten areas of the board. If a 
player has a greater total strength in an area then that player receives that area’s Victory Points as noted by 
the table below the game board. 
If the players have the same strength in an area then neither player gets the Victory Points. The winning player 
is the player with the most Victory Points. If both players have the same number of points then the victor is the 
player who controls the highest number of areas. If both players control the same number of areas, then the 
victor is the player who controls the Keep. If this is a tie then neither player wins. 

Advanced Play 
In normal play, players can activate level 1 abilities for all level 1 characters but in advanced play a character 
can only use the ability it has. In advanced play when a player places a character, the player must add the first 
letter of the character’s first name to the block (ie if you play Rogen Darkseer, write 2R in the the appropriate 
square) Note that all the characters in a force have different first names so each character will have a unique 
code on the board. 

In the abilities phase a player can ONLY use the ability of a character with that character. 



Thanks 

Cian Goeminne for heavy play-testing and clever suggestions 

Printing 
 
The next few pages are low ink versions of the battlegrounds and battlegroups.  These can be printed two to a 
page if needed.  The last page is the a colour version of the battleground - the best option is to laminate it and 
use whiteboard markers. 



 



 



Goblin Tribe 47 
Points

⚀ ⚁ ⚂ ⚃ ⚄ ⚅

⚀
Bog 

Swampegg Ik Bulbnose Roth 
Godeater Log Nasher Og 

Waterling
Frog 

Gobsplitter

⚁2 2 1 5 2 1
Banner Solid 

Support
Berzerker 

Boots None Stranglehol
d

Sword 
Dance

⚂
Corg 

Fangmouth

Hak 
Deathsteale

r

Nuk 
Hairyhead

Ploog 
Anklebiter

Alf 
Bonebreake

r

Marg 
Wartbiter

⚃1 3 2 4 3 1
Fists of Fury None Band of 

Brothers None None Hostile 
Hands

⚄
Daf 

Bogchild

Gorge 
Bloodbelche

r
Kof Wonear Jorg 

Headsplitter
Stok 

Bloodmouth
Erg 

Mistwalker

⚅5 4 1 3 4 3
None None United we 

Stand None None Pyrrhic 
Victory

Ability Lv
l

Description

Fists of Fury 1 A piece directly above or below the character is moved to the first available space in 
that direction. (Cross out the value of the affected character and rewrite it in the 
appropriate open space)

Hostile Hands 1 A piece directly to the left or right of the character is moved to the first available 
space in that direction. (Cross out the value of the affected character and rewrite it in 
the appropriate open space - if there is no available space then write nothing - the 
character is out of play)

Berzerker 
Boots

1 A piece directly diagonally adjacent to the placed character is moved to the first 
available space in a diagonal direction. (Cross out the value of the affected 
character and rewrite it in the appropriate space)

Sword Dance 1 The characters who must be from opposing forces swap places (Draw two arrows 
showing the change)



United We 
Stand

1 The characters, from the same force swap places  (Draw two arrows showing the 
change)

Stranglehold 2 Changes the value of an adjacent character controlled by your opponent to 0.

Solid Support 2 Adds the value of the character to the adjacent character’s area (and not to its own)

Band of 
Brothers

2 The adjacent character’s (controlled by the same player) strength is applied in both 
areas (This is only valid if the two characters are in DIFFERENT areas on the 
board.)

Banner 2 Doubles the value of the area it occupies.

Pyrrhic Victory 3 Changes the value of the area it occupies to 0.

Dwarf Clan 47 
Points

⚀ ⚁ ⚂ ⚃ ⚄ ⚅

⚀
Ivan 

Abigsword
Paric 

Caveson
Karik 

Frostmorn
Garn 

Skystone
Rogen 

Darkseer
Turoth 

Tunnellover

⚁2 2 1 5 2 1
Banner Solid 

Support
Berzerker 

Boots None Stranglehol
d

Sword 
Dance

⚂
Elvic 

Mudsplitter
Jelven 

Mudsplatter
Helmut 

Hardhead
Lenteth 

Silvereye
Ovan 

Rootman

Salic 
Bronzemak

er

⚃1 3 2 4 3 1
Fists of Fury None Band of 

Brothers None None Hostile 
Hands

⚄
Branic 

Goldenrock
Neloc 

Hardrock
Drogen 

Eartheater
Cormac 

Leadbiter
Fontar 

Ironbeard

Mordin 
Mountainss

on

⚅5 4 1 3 4 3
None None United we 

Stand None None Pyrrhic 
Victory



Ability Lv
l

Description

Fists of Fury 1 A piece directly above or below the character is moved to the first available space in 
that direction. (Cross out the value of the affected character and rewrite it in the 
appropriate open space)

Hostile Hands 1 A piece directly to the left or right of the character is moved to the first available 
space in that direction. (Cross out the value of the affected character and rewrite it in 
the appropriate open space - if there is no available space then write nothing - the 
character is out of play)

Berzerker 
Boots

1 A piece directly diagonally adjacent to the placed character is moved to the first 
available space in a diagonal direction. (Cross out the value of the affected 
character and rewrite it in the appropriate space)

Sword Dance 1 The characters who must be from opposing forces swap places (Erase the two 
values and rewrite them)

United We 
Stand

1 The characters, from the same force swap places  (Erase the two values and rewrite 
them)

Stranglehold 2 Changes the value of an adjacent character controlled by your opponent to 0.

Solid Support 2 Adds the value of the character to the adjacent character’s area (and not to its own)

Band of 
Brothers

2 The adjacent character’s (controlled by the same player) strength is applied in both 
areas (This is only valid if the two characters are in DIFFERENT areas on the 
board.)

Banner 2 Doubles the value of the area it occupies.

Pyrrhic Victory 3 Changes the value of the area it occupies to 0.

The Fae 44 
Points

⚀ ⚁ ⚂ ⚃ ⚄ ⚅

⚀
Isla Puck Kay Goldeneye Radella Ariel

⚁2 2 1 4 2 1
Banner Solid 

Support Entangle None Stranglehol
d

Sword 
Dance

⚂
Elferon Jandilah Hesta Lorelai Oberon Sereia

⚃1 3 2 4 3 1



If a character that has been the target of an ability (Verdant Cloak, Entangle, Stranglehold, Solid Support), and 
is moved to a position which makes it an invalid target for the ability, then the player who used that ability must 
choose another valid target if able, immediately. 

⚂
Verdant 
Cloak None Band of 

Brothers None None Hostile 
Hands

⚃

⚄
Belisone Nixie Dawn Calliope Faye Melisande

⚅3 4 1 3 4 3
None None United we 

Stand None None Inversion

Verdant Cloak Enhance the strength of one adjacent character by 2

Hostile Hands A piece directly to the left or right of the character is moved to the first available space in 
that direction. (Cross out the value of the affected character and rewrite it in the 
appropriate open space - if there is no available space then write nothing - the character 
is out of play)

Entangle Reduce the strength of one neighbouring character by 2

Sword Dance The characters, who must be from opposing forces swap places (Draw two arrows 
showing the change)

United We 
Stand

The characters, from the same force swap places  (Draw two arrows showing the 
change)

Stranglehold Changes the strength of an adjacent character controlled by your opponent to 0.

Solid Support Adds the value of the character to the adjacent character’s area (and not to its own)

Band of 
Brothers

The adjacent character’s (controlled by the same player) strength is applied in both 
areas (This is only valid if the two characters are in DIFFERENT areas on the board.)

Inversion In the area containing this character, it is the lowest total strength that wins

Banner Doubles the value of the area this character occupies.
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